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The Dissolution of Ireland as a Sovereign State: 
 

How an Ultra-wealthy Elite is forcibly  

creating a Federal Europe 
 

By Jeremy James 

 

 

 

 

The two sides of the ‘real’ European flag 

    

Ireland ceased to be an independent sovereign state on 30 September 2008.  
 

By granting an illegal guarantee to underwrite the massive losses incurred by the Irish 

banking sector, the government saddled the Irish people with a catastrophic level of 

debt, a burden so great that it is certain to destroy the economy.  
 

This act of insanity was prompted by a crisis in the Irish banking system which 

seemed 'accidental' but which, in reality, was orchestrated by the elite who control 

Europe. The guarantee is estimated to have cost the Irish people at least €330bn. (This 

figure represents total actual and contingent national debt as at March 2011, less total 

actual national debt as at August 2008 – €371bn less approximately €41bn.) Based on 

conservative assumptions, it was calculated by an independent research group at the 

University of Limerick and published in September 2011 in a report entitled An Audit 

of Irish Debt.   
 

When shared equally among the working population, this staggering 'theft' has added 

about €300,000 to the personal debt burden of every person at work in Ireland.   
 

It is not our aim here to explain why the guarantee was illegal or why the Irish people 

were betrayed by their own leadership, but to show the wider context in which this 

carefully engineered disaster is now unfolding. 
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Perception versus Reality 
The following propositions summarize the broad public perception of the factors that 

caused this national tragedy:  
 

- The Irish economy grew too rapidly. 
 

- The Irish people borrowed far more than was prudent. 
 

- A huge asset bubble developed. 
 

- The bubble burst, wrecking the banking system. 
 

- The government had no choice but to issue a bank guarantee. 
 

How can this version of events possibly be incorrect, you may ask? Well, see for 

yourself. Here is what actually happened: 
 

- The banks deliberately loaned 5-10 times more than they knew was prudent. 
 

- The banks and the government knew that a vicious asset bubble would develop. 
 

- The resulting banking crisis could then be used to hamstring the Irish people. 
 

- The sovereignty of Ireland would then pass to a federal Europe. 
 

The top people in the banking system are very intelligent. They knew exactly where 

their actions would lead. The system itself is controlled from London and directed by 

the high-level elite who own and control the international banking system. The 

decision-makers in Ireland were (and still are) working in step with their international 

counterparts to create the crisis that is now unfolding across Europe. Ireland simply 

had the honour of being one of the first countries in the Eurozone to be targeted in this 

way.  
 

It’s an old trick and it works just as effectively today as it did in centuries past: Loan 

your victim more than he can repay, bury him in debt, and then destroy him.  
 

The Rape Continues 
The sharks and jackals who run the international banking system, who have stolen 

€330bn from the Irish people, intend to steal a whole lot more. Unless they are stopped 

the following asset-stripping scenario is certain to develop: 
 

-  the Irish electricity network will pass into foreign ownership 

-  the Irish gas network will pass into foreign ownership 

-  the Irish rail network will pass into foreign ownership 

-  the Irish road network will pass into foreign ownership 
 

(do you see a pattern here?) 
 

-  the Irish ports and harbours will pass into foreign ownership 

-  the Irish airports will pass into foreign ownership 

-  Irish forestry holdings (7% of Irish land) will pass into foreign ownership 

-  the Irish water distribution system will pass into foreign ownership 

-  the Irish banking network will pass into foreign ownership 

-  the Irish postal system will pass into foreign ownership 

-  a variety of other national assets will pass into foreign ownership. 
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And it doesn’t end there. The conditions being imposed by the IMF and the Berlin-

Brussels axis – the Axis Powers – is designed to reduce the Irish middle class to 

penury. Their cynical strategy, whereby additional billions are cut annually from core 

budgetary spending, will ensure that the nation cannot possibly recover. No modern 

economy has ever been able to weather draconian cuts of this magnitude and survive.  
 

Do you still think the Axis Powers are working to protect you and your family? Think 

again. Here is how their baleful economic strategy will likely play out over the next 

12-18 months: 
 

- Irish businesses will continue to suffer a severe shortage of credit 

- Irish domestic demand (spending) will contract sharply    

- Unemployment will continue to grow 

- Mortgage arrears and defaults will continue to increase  

- The banks could face another crisis 

- The Irish people would be compelled once again to bail out the banks. 
 

The state (as a proxy for the Axis Powers and the international banking system) will 

assume ownership of the banks and their assets. This will result in a huge proportion 

of domestic housing stock passing into state ownership. Much the same will happen to 

businesses that are taken over by the banks. This, of course, is the classic Marxist 

endgame, where an all-powerful state exercises total control over virtually all aspects 

of public life. 
 

Much the same strategy is being adopted across Europe, all with a view to destroying 

the existing system of independent sovereign states and creating a federal Europe 

ruled with an iron hand by a small, powerful elite. 
 

How can you be sure that this is the real story? 
How can you be certain that what I am saying here is true? Please consider some 

remarkable observations by Niall Ferguson, Professor of History at Harvard, which 

were published in The Sunday Times in January and May 2012. 
 

First, a few words about Professor Ferguson and why his views warrant our respect. 

He is fêted by kingmakers like Henry Kissinger and is regularly invited to address 

high-profile conferences organised by the power elite who control Europe and the US. 

He is also the official biographer of the Rothschild family.  

 

 
 

Niall Ferguson with Henry Kissinger 
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The Sunday Times is a propaganda paper for the New World Order. It consistently 

strives to present the merits of European unity, federal governance, and global 

integration. For example its editorial of 20 May 2012 carried the heading: The United 

States of Europe: The best solution to the Euro crisis is an orderly Greek exit, 

radical reform and a federal Europe. After a shameless eulogy on European 

integration, it ended with the statement: "Economically, the eurozone needs to become 

a United States of Europe – or go bust." 
 

In January The Sunday Times carried an article by Niall Ferguson in which he 

speculated that a Federal Europe was inevitable and that it would even be in place 

before 2016. He envisaged a United States of Europe (his term), a Nordic Union 

(comprising Sweden, Norway, Finland and Denmark), and a reunited Britain and 

Ireland (Union of Britain and Ireland).  The resulting political entities are shown on 

the map below:   

 

 
 

The coming Federal Europe, comprising: 

 the United States of Europe (blue),  

the Nordic Union (purple) and the 

Union of Britain and Ireland (red). 
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This is what the elite want. Ferguson himself admitted this in an interview published 

in The Sunday Times on 20 May 2012: “Europe is essentially an anti-populist, if not 

anti-democratic phenomenon. European integration has always been a project of the 

elite that has been foisted on national electorates.” 
 

Note that Ferguson is saying that the "elite" (his term) have always wanted integration 

and that they are imposing it against the will of the people. Later in the same 

interview he reveals what the elite have been doing to ensure the creation of a unified 

federal Europe: 
 

"I think it’s worth considering that the architects of the monetary union [i.e. 

the euro] knew all along that it would lead to a crisis and the crisis would 

lead to a federal solution. I’m not sure how far this was articulated, but I 

think it was implicit. In fact, you could say it was actually designed to create 

a crisis." 
 

A truly remarkable admission. The insider’s insider is confirming that the euro was 

introduced specifically to provoke a crisis that would result in the dissolution of 

independent sovereign states and the creation of a federal Europe controlled by a 

small elite. In other words, Ireland and Greece, along with several other countries, are 

being put through severe economic trauma and aggravated social distress in order to 

fulfil the ambitions of the small, powerful elite who control Europe. 
 

He went on to say that "They [the euro enthusiasts] have achieved what they wanted 

in that the level of financial integration has gone so far, it's almost impossible to undo. 

And it was always meant to be undoable, which is why there never was an exit clause. 

You were never going to get federalism by any other means."  
 

There you have it, dear reader. Ireland is being destroyed in accordance with a plan 

that was framed decades ago and is now being carried through to its deadly 

conclusion. Your top bankers and politicians colluded in this sickening deception. 

Thus you can be sure that those who control the Irish political process have no 

intention of adopting a course that would help to restore Irish sovereignty.  
 

Any political party – including every party represented in the Irish parliament in 

September 2008 – that believes it is morally and legally acceptable to shackle each 

and every worker in the state with a debt of €300,000 is clearly in thrall, one way or 

another, to the venal elite who run Europe. 
 

Watch for high profile public statements in the coming 12-18 months about the 

special relationship that exists between Britain and Ireland, about how warmly the 

Irish received the Queen during her visit in 2011, and about how much the Irish have 

in common, culturally and historically, with the British people. Expect leading public 

figures – in politics, business, and entertainment – to push this agenda, all with a view 

to facilitating the future union of Britain and Ireland. 
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They say, Who will see them? 
Please continue to remind yourself that the people who run Europe are not Christian, 

nor do they have any regard or respect for Christian values. They are a mixture of 

Freemasons and Marxists who for decades have been working together behind the 

scenes to mould Europe along federal lines. These people despise the Bible and are 

determined to replace Biblical values with those of pluralism, humanism and atheism. 

For example, they are working hard to compel the Irish people to legalise abortion 

and same-sex 'marriage'. They know that by enlarging the moral vacuum that already 

exists in this country, the task of deceiving and exploiting the Irish people will be 

made even easier. 
 

The 'god' of Freemasonry is Lucifer and the top people in Europe, the ultra-rich elite 

who control most of Europe, worship this god. They do so, not by default, but proudly 

and defiantly. They believe he is the one true god and the Bringer of Light to all who 

worship him. They loath Christ and want to remove every last vestige of true 

Christianity from Europe.  
 

Will you let them? 
 

If you are sincerely determined to resist them by every legal means at your disposal, 

then consider well the following words from Psalm 64: 
 

Hide me from the secret plots of the wicked, 

From the rebellion of the workers of iniquity, 

Who sharpen their tongue like a sword, 

And bend their bows to shoot their arrows – bitter words, 

That they may shoot in secret at the blameless; 

Suddenly they shoot at him and do not fear. 

They encourage themselves in an evil matter; 

They talk of laying snares secretly; 

They say, Who will see them? 
 

 

 

__________________ 

Jeremy James 

Ireland 

24 May 2012 

 

 

 

For further information about the venal Elite who rule Europe 

and the planned destruction of the Irish economy, visit 
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